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LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS 
OF CYCLICALLY ORDERED GROUPS 
STEFAN CERNAK 
(Communicated by Tibor Katrindk) 
ABSTRACT . Refinements of lexicographic produc t decompositions of cyclically 
ordered groups and the cancellation in these decompositions are studied. 
Basic results on cyclically ordered groups are due to L. R i e g e r [7] and 
S. S w i e r c z k o w s k i [8]. Further results in this field are obtained, e.g., in 
[4], [5], [9]-[11]. 
In this paper, the notion of a cyclically ordered group will be used in a more 
general sense. This notion will be applied in the same sense as in the papers 
[12] [14] of S. D. Z e l e v a . 
J. J a k u b i k [6] introduced the notion of an extended cyclic order, defined 
the concepts of an ec-group (a group with an extended cyclic order), a dc-group 
and studied direct product decompositions of ec-groups. 
In the present paper, it is defined and investigated a lexicographic product 
of cyclically ordered groups. It is shown that two finite lexicographic product 
decompositions of isomorphic cyclically ordered groups G and H, 
G = G1oG2o...oGn, H = H! o H2 o o Hm 
have always isomorphic refinements, provided that all Gi, Hj (i = 1, 2 , . . . , n; 
f = 1, 2 , . . . , ra) are dc-groups. 
In particular, it is proved that if Gi, Hj (i = 1 ,2 , . . . , n ; j = 1 ,2, . . . , m) 
are Ic-groups, then m = n , and Gi is isomorphic with Hi (i = 1,2, . . . , ro ) . 
Further, the cancellation in lexicographic product decompositions of cyclically 
ordered groups is studied. 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 06F15. 
K e y w o r d s : Cyclically ordered group, Directed group, Lexicographic product, Refinement. 
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1. P re l imina r i e s 
For the sake of completeness, we recall some definitions concerning cyclically 
ordered groups (see Z e l e v a [12]; our definition is more general than that 
applied by R i e g e r [7] and F u c h s [2]). 
Let (G, + ) be a group, and let C be a ternary relation on G satisfying the 
following conditions: 
I. if (x,y,z) G C, then (z,y,x) £ C; 
II. if (x,y,z) G C, then (z,x,y) G C; 
III. if (x,y,z) G C and (x,z,u) G C, then (x,y,u) G C; 
IV. if (x,y,z) G C , then (a+x+b , a+y+b , a+z+b ) G C for each a,b £ G. 
Then C is called a cyclic order on G and the triple G = (G, + , C) is said to 
be a cyclically ordered group. 
If x,y,z G G, (x,y,z) G C, then using I and II we get that x, y, z are 
different elements of G. 
Every subgroup of a cyclically ordered group is considered as cyclically or-
dered under the induced cyclic order. 
An element x of a cyclically ordered group G is called isolated (cf. [6]) if 
there are no elements y, z G G with the property (x, y, z) G C . If every element 
of G is isolated, then G will be called isolated. 
An isomorphism of cyclically ordered groups is defined in a natural way. The 
fact that cyclically ordered groups G and H are isomorphic will be written as 
G~H. 
We say that a cyclically ordered group G is an Ic-group (see [6]) if card G > 2, 
and if the following condition is fulfilled: whenever x, y, z are distinct elements 
of G, then either (x,y,z) G C or (z,y,x) G C . 
A cyclically ordered group G will be called a dc-group if for each x, y G G, 
x ^ y, there exists an element z G G such that either (x,y,2) G C or 
(x,z,y) G C (see [6]). 
Let (G, + , <) be a partially ordered group. For the basic definitions concern-
ing partially ordered (directed, linearly ordered) groups we reter to L. F u c h 
[2] and G. B i r k h o f f [1]. Define a ternary relation C< on G in the following 
manner. For elements x,y, z G G we put (x,y, z) G C< if and only if x < y < „ 
or y < z < x or z < x < y. Then (G, + , C<) is a cyclically ordered group. 
Let A, B be subgroups of a partially ordered group (G, + , <) such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) for each g G G there exist uniquely determined elements a G A, b G B 
such that g = a + b; 
(ii) if gi = ai + bi, a{ <E A, b{ G £ (i = 1,2), then gi + g2 = (ax + a2) + 
(61 + 62); 
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(iii) for each g G G, g = a + 6, a € A, & G B , w e have g > 0 if and only if 
a > 0, or a = 0 and 6 > 0. 
Under these assumptions, we write (G, + , < ) = i o B and this equation 
is called a lexicographic product decomposition of a partially ordered group 
(G,+,<). 
2. Lexicographic product decomposi t ions 
of cyclically ordered groups 
Let A = (A, + i , C i ) and B = ( J B , + 2 , C 2 ) be cyclically ordered groups. We 
form the (external) direct product G of groups A and B. The operation + 
on G is performed componentwise. Let gi G G, Q\ = ( a ^ , ^ ) , â  G -A, 6̂  G F? 
(i = 1,2,3). Define a ternary relation C on G as follows. We put 
(91,92,93) €C <=> ( a i , a 2 , a 3 ) G Ci or ai = a2 = a3 and (61,62,63) G C2 . 
It can be easily verified that C is a cyclic order on G and G = (G, + , C) is a 
cyclically ordered group. Then G is said to be a (external) lexicographic product 
of cyclically ordered groups A and B. We shall use the notation G = [A o B]. 
Put 
Ai = { ( a , 0 ) : a G i } , Bi = {(0 ,6) : 6 G B}. (*) 
.Ai and B\ are subgroups of G and A ~ A i , B ~B\. 
Assume that A and B are subgroups of a cyclically ordered group G such 
that the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, and that, moreover, the following 
condition holds: 
(iii) if #1, g2, g3 are distinct elements oi G, gi = ai + bi (i = 1,2,3), then 
(91,92,93) G C if and only if either ( a i , a 2 , a 3 ) G C or ai = a2 = a3 
and (bi,b2 ,b3) G C . 
Under these assumptions, we write G = A o B. This equation is called a 
lexicographic product decomposition of G with factors A and B. 
If G = A o B, then clearly the mapping <p: [A o B] —> G defined by 
(f((a, b)) = a + b is an isomorphism of [A o B] onto G. 
Assume that G = Ao B. Denote by g an element of the factor group G/B 
containing g G G. Define a ternary relation C on G/B by the following rule: 
for distinct elements g±, g2, g3 of G/F? we put (g^g2,^3) € C if and only if 
there exist elements g[ G G, g[ G g^ (i = 1,2,3) such that (gi,g2,.g3) G C . 
Now, we intend to show that if (g i ,g 2 ,g 3 ) G C, then (x,y,z) G C for each 
* € <7i, V G g2, z G g3. 
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In fact, let ( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) G C , O^ = O; + b;, ai E A, bt E B (i = 1 ,2 ,3 ) . Assume 
t h a t x E gi, y E g2, z E g3 • T h e n x = ax + b
f{, H = a 2 + b2 , 2: = a 3 + b3 , 
b" E H (2 = 1 ,2 ,3 ) . There are elements g[ E ^ , #• = a; + b^, b^ E H such t ha t 
( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) G C . This implies t h a t ei ther ( O i , a 2 , a 3 ) E C or a i = a 2 = a 3 and 
(b ' i ,b2 ,b3) E C . If ( a i , a 2 , a 3 ) E C , t hen (x,y,z) E C . If a i = a 2 = a 3 , then 
g1 =g2=zg3, which is impossible. 
It is easy to verify t h a t G/H = (G /H , + , C ) is a cyclically ordered group. 
2 . 1 . L E M M A . Let G = AoB. Then G/B ~ A . 
P r o o f . Let g E G / H , O = a+b, a <E A,b E H. T h e m a p p i n g <p: G / H —> .A, 
defined by <p(g) = O, is an isomorphism of the group G / H onto A . 
Let C be a cyclic order on G/B as above and let gi E G / H , wdiere O^ 
Oi + bi, ai E A , bi E H ( i = 1 ,2 ,3) . Now wTe show t h a t ( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) E C if and 
only if ( O i , a 2 , a 3 ) E C . 
Let ( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) E C . Then ( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) G C is valid. Since a x , O2, O3 are 
dist inct elements, we get (O i ,O2 ,O3) E C . T h e converse is analogous. 
We conclude t h a t (p is an isomorphism of G/B onto A. 
2 . 2 . LLP IMA. Let G = AoB. Then G is a dc-group if and only if A and B 
are d -groups. 
P ] o o f . Let G be a dc-group. Assume t h a t Oi, a2 E A, a\ ^ a2. Choose an 
a h t r iry element b E H. Therefore elements gi,g2 EG, Oi — Oi+b, O2 — O2 + b 
ic dist inct and there exists O3 E G, O3 = O3 + b3 a 3 E -A, b3 E H such 
1 ridt i ther ( g i , g 2 , g 3 ) E C or (g i ,g 3 ,g2) G C . Hence ei ther (O i , a 2 ,O 3 ) E C o 
Oi,a3,a2) E C . Now assume t h a t bi, b2 G H, bi / b2. Choose c G / 4 a rb i t r a r i ly 
Then gi = a + bi, g2 = a + b2 are dist inct elements of G The re is an element 
93 G G , O3 = a 3 + b3 such t h a t ei ther (g i ,g 2 ,g3) G C or ( g i , g 3 , g 2 ) E C 
Therefore a 3 = a , and either (b i ,b 2 ,b3) E C or (b i ,b3,b 2 ) G C . We conclude 
t h a t A and B are dc-groups. 
Conversely, let A and H be dc-groups. Assume t h a t gi,g2 E G, gi g2, 
gx = a i + bi, g2 = a2 + b2, ax,a2 E A, bi,b2 E H . Suppose ax ^ a 2 . T h n 
there exists a3 G A such t h a t ei ther ( a i , a 2 , a 3 ) C C or ( a i , a 3 , a 2 ) E C , which 
implies t h a t (g1,g2,a3) E C or ( g i , a 3 , O 2 ) E C . 
Next suppose t h a t Oi = a 2 . Since bi 7̂  b2, there exists b3 E H such t h a t 
either (b i ,b 2 ,b 3 ) E C or (b i ,b 3 ,b 2 ) E C . Hence ei ther ( g i , g 2 , a i l ^ e C or 
(Oi,Oi + b 3 , g 2 ) E C . Therefore G is a dc-group. 
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3. Refinements of lexicographic product decomposit ions 
This section deals with refinements of finite lexicographic product decompo-
sitions of a cyclically ordered group G. Further the cancellation in lexicographic 
product decompositions of cyclically ordered groups is investigated. Related 
questions have been studied for partially ordered groupoids in [3]. [3; Exam-
ple 3.7] is applied. Also the procedure concerning the operation + , which is 
applied in the proofs of 3.4 and 3.9, is analogous to that dealt with in [3]. 
3 .1 . LEMMA. Let G = (AoB)oD. Then G = A o (B o D). 
P r o o f . Denote 
(1) E = AoB, 
(2) F = BoD. 
Then 
(3) G = EoD. 
We have to show that G = A o F. From associativity of the direct product 
decomposition of groups it follows that every element g E G can be uniquely 
expressed in the form g = a + f, a E A, f E F. Let gi E G, gi = ai + /^, 
ai E A, fi E F (i = 1,2,3). We have only to show that (<7I,#2J#3) G C if and 
only if either ( a i , a 2 , a 3 ) G C or ai = a2 = a3 and ( / i , / 2 , / 3 ) € C. 
In view of (2), we get f{ = b{ + d i? b{ E B, d{ E D (i = 1,2,3). By (3), (2) 
and (1), we obtain g{ = a* + fi = a{ + (bi + d») = (a* + bi) + d{ = e{ + d{, where 
ai + bi = ei E E. 
Assume that (gi,g2?g3) G C. With respect to (3), we obtain (ei,e2,e3) E C 
or ei = e2 = e3 , and (d i ,d 2 ,d 3 ) E C. 
Suppose that (ei,e2,e3) G C. According to (1), we have (01,02,03) G C or 
ai = a2 = a3 , and (61,62563) € C. Then (2) implies ( / i , / 2 , / s ) G C. 
Let ei = e2 = e3 and (di,d2,ds) E C. By (1), we get a\ = a2 = a3 and 
61 = 62 = 63. Then (2) yields ( / i , / 2 , / 3 ) G C. 
The converse is analogous. Therefore G = Ao F is valid. • 
In an analogous way, we can show that from G = A o (B o D) it follows 
G = (AoB)oD. 
3.2. R e m a r k . According to 3.1, brackets can be omitted, and we can write 
Ao B o D instead of (A o B) o D. This result can be generalized by induction 
and we need not use brackets in expressions of the form G\ o G2 o • • • o Gn. 
Now we can define a lexicographic product decomposition with a finite num-
ber of factors. 
Let Gi, G2,..., Gn be subgroups of G such that G = G\ o G2 o • • • o Gn. 
Such an expression of G is called a lexicographic product decomposition of G 
with factors G\, G 2 , . . . , Gn. 
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3.3. L E M M A . Let 
(i) G = AoB, 
(ii) G = DoE, 
and let B and E be dc-growps. Then either B C E or E C B. 
P r o o f . Assume that E (j£ B. Then there exists e G E, e ^ B. Because E 
is a dc-group and e ^ O , there exists e' G E such that either (0, e',e) G C7 or 
(0, e, e') G C. Suppose that 
(1) ( 0 , e ' , e ) € C . 
The case (0, e, e') G C is analogous. Therefore e' £ B. Indeed, if e' G B, then 
(i) implies that elements 0, e', e are uniquely expressed in the form 0 = 0 + 0, 
e' = 0 + e', e = ai + bi, ai G A, bi G 29. Whence (1) yields that ai = 0, and 
so e G B, which gives a contradiction. Let e' = a' + b', a' G A, b' G B. Since 
ai ^ 0, using (1) we get 
(2) ( 0 , a ' , a i ) G C . 
Assume that b G H, b = di + e i , di G D , ei G E. From (i) and (2), we 
infer that (b, e',e) G C. Then using (ii) we get d± = 0 , and so b G E. We have 
proved that B C E. • 
Let G - - A o S , X C G. Denote 
X(^4)(A o B) = {a G A : there exist x G X, b G B , x = a + b} . 
X"(i?)(-4 o 2?) is defined analogously. 
3.4. L E M M A . Let 
(i) G = A o . B 7 
(ii) G = DoE, 
and let EC B. Then B = (B n D) o E and B H D = B(D)(D o E). 
P r o o f . We put F = B(D)(D o E). First we will show that F C B n D. 
Choose any element / G F. Then f G D and there exist b G B, e G E such 
that b = f + e. With respect to (i), elements e and / can be uniquely expressed 
in the forms e = 0 + e, / = a i + b i , ai G A, bi G B. The group operation is 
performed componentwise, thus b = / + e = (ai + 0) + (e + bi) = ai + (e + bi). 
Since b G B, we obtain ai = 0. Hence / G B. 
Now we intend to show that B D D C F. Assume that g G B n D. Since 
g G B, g G D, g = g + 0, in view of (ii), we get g G F. 
We have proved that F = B H D. 
It remains to show that B = F o E. It is clear that E and F are subgroups 
of B. According to (ii), for each element b G B there exist uniquely determined 
elements d G D, e G E satisfying the equation b = d + e. Hence d G F. Let 
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bi e B, h = fi + ei, fi e F, ei e E (i = 1,2,3). Again according to (ii), we 
get that (bi,b2,b3) G C if and only if either ( / i , / 2 , / s ) E C or / i = / 2 = fo 
and (bi,b2,63) G C. Therefore B = FoE. D 
3.5. THEOREM. Let G = AoB, G = AoD, and let B and D be dc-groups. 
Then B = D. 
P r o o f . In view of 3.3, we obtain either B C D or D C B. Suppose that 
BCD. With respect to 3.4, we have D = (AnD)oB. Since AnD = {0}, 
D = B holds true. If D C B, the proof is analogous. • 
3.6. R e m a r k . Let G = Ao B, G = D o B, and let B be a dc-group. 
Then A = D need not be true in general. 
3.7. E x a m p l e . Let (Z, + , <) be the additive group of all integers with 
the natural linear order, Z = (Z, + , C<) , and let G = [Z o Z]. It suffices to put 
A= {(a,0) : a£ Z}, B = {(0,6) : b G Z } and £> = {(a,b) : a, be Z , a = b}. 
However, the following assertion is valid. 
3.8. T H E O R E M . Let 
(i) G - - 4 o S , 
(ii) G = DoB. 
Then A~D. 
P r o o f . By the assumptions and 2.1, we get G/B ~ A , and G/B ~ D. 
Hence A ~ D. • 
Let 
(1) G = G 1 o G 2 o . . . o G n , 
and let G{ = Gix o G i 2 o • • • o G i m ( i ) (i = 1,2, . . . , n ) . Applying (1) we get 
(2) G = G11 ° G12 o • • • o C n m ( n ) . 
The lexicographic product decomposition (2) of G is said to be a refinement 
of the lexicographic product decomposition (1). 
Let 
(3) H = H1oH2ooHrn. 
We say that the lexicographic decompositions (1) and (3) are isomorphic 
whenever m = n and Gi ~ Hi (i = 1, 2 , . . . , n). 
3.9. THEOREM. Let G, H, Gi, Hj (i = l , 2 , . . . , n ; j = 1,2, . . . , m ) be 
dc-groups such that G ~ H. Suppose (1) and (3). Tben £be lexicographic prod-
uct decompositions (1) and (3) possess isomorphic refinements. 
P r o o f . We proceed by induction with respect to ra-j-n. We have ra-fn > 2. 
For m + n = 2 the assertion is evident. Assume that m + n > 2. Let <p be 
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an isomorphism of G onto H and let (f(G{) — G\ (i = 1,2, . . . , n ) . Then 
H = G[ o G'2 o • • • o G'n. By 3.3, we obtain that G'n C Hm or Hm C C^. 
Suppose that G^ C Hm (the case Hm C G'n is analogous). By 3.4, w
re get 
Hm = (Hm n G ; O G'2 O • •. o G ; _ X ) O G'n. If we put A - Hm n G[ o G'2 o • • • 
o G^_ x , then H = H\ o H2 o • • • o i f m _ i o A o G^. With respect to 3.8, we 
get G i o G2 o • • • o G^_i __ Hi o __2 o • • • o _fm_i o A . An application of th
a 
induction hypothesis completes the proof. 
4 . lc-groups, directed groups and dc-groups 
Now the previous results will be applied to lc-groups. Evidently, every 
Ic-group is a dc-group. 
4 . 1 . LEMMA. Let G = A o B. If D is an Ic-subgroup of G . then either 
BHD = {0} orDCB. 
P r o o f . Assume that B n D ^ {0}. Then there exists d\ _ B, d\ G D , 
and d\ 7̂  0. Let d _ Z), d ^ 0 and d ^ d\. Therefore either (0, d, rfi) _ C or 
(0, a7!, d) _ C . Suppose that (0, d, d\) _ C (the case (0, di, d ) _ C is analogous . 
From the assumption G = A o £?, it follows that elements d and di can b a 
uniquely written in the form d -= a + b, a _ A , bGJ3, d i = 0 + d i . Whence we 
obtain a = 0, and so d _ J?. Thus D C B. 
4 .2. T H E O R E M . Le£ 
(i) G = A 0 J B , 
(ii) G = DoE. 
If B and E are lc-groups, then B = E. 
P r o o f . From 3.3, it follows that either E C B or B C E. Let E C B. 
Hence B n E = E 7̂  {0}. Since F? is an lc-group and (ii) is satisfied, by 4.1, 
we have B C E. We conclude that E = B. In the case B C E1, the proof i3 
analogous. ] 
Let G be a cyclically ordered group. If G = A o B implies that card A — 
or card B = 1, then G is said to be lexicographically indecomposable. 
4 .3 . LEMMA. Let G be an lc-group. Then G is lexicographically inde-
composable. 
P r o o f . By way of contradiction, assume that there exist subgroups A and 
B of G with G = i o _ , and card A > 1, card B > 1. Then we can find 
elements a _ A , a ^ 0 , 6 _ 5 , 6 ^ 0 and thus a ^ b. We have (0, a,b) E C or 
(6, a, 0) _ C. Elements 0, a, b are uniquely expressed in the following forms: 
0 = 0 + 0, a = a + 0, 6 = 0 + 6. Hence a = 0, a contradiction. • 
From 4.3 and 3.9, it immediately follows 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let G, H be cyclically ordered groups such that G ~ H, 
and let all G{, Hj (i = 1, 2 , . . . , n; j = 1, 2 , . . . , m) be Ic-groups. Suppose that 
G = G1 o G2 o • • • o Gn , H = Hx o H2 o o Hm . 
Then m = n and Gi ~ Hi (i = 1,2, . . . , n ) . 
In the next, we investigate relations between a directed group (G, + , <) and 
a cyclically ordered group (G, + , C<) . 
The definitions of a linearly ordered group (directed group) and an lc-group 
(dc-group) are similar. If ( G , + , < ) , G ^ {0} is a linearly ordered group, then 
(G, + , C<) is an lc-group. 
On the other hand, if (G, + , <) is a directed group which is not linearly 
ordered, then a cyclically ordered group (G, + , C<) fails to be a dc-group. 
4 .5 . LEMMA. Let ( G , + , < ) be a partially ordered group, and let G = 
(G, + , C<) be a cyclically ordered group. If G = AoB, card A > 1. card B > 1, 
then either A or B is isolated. 
P r o o f . Assume that A is not isolated. Then there are elements 
^1,^2 5^3 £ -4 with (a i ,a2,as) G C . Hence ai < a2 < a 3 or a2 < a% < ai 
or a3 < ai < a2. Therefore there is a £ A, a > 0. 
We have to prove that B is isolated. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that 
B is not isolated. In an analogous way we prove that there is an element b G B, 
b > 0, and so 0 < a < a + b. Whence (0, a,a + b) G C< . From this we infer that 
a = 0, which is a contradiction. • 
4.6. THEOREM. Let ( G , + , < ) be a directed group and let G be as in 4.5. 
Then B is isolated. 
P r o o f . With respect to 4.5, it suffices to show that A is not isolated. Since 
card A > 1, there exists a G A, a ^ 0 . 
Since G is directed, there are x,y G G with 0 < x < H , a < x < y. 
Then 
(1) ( 0 , x , y ) G C < , 
(2) ( a , x , y ) G C < . 
Let x = ai + bi, y = a2 + b2, â  G A, 6; G F? (i = 1,2). Suppose that 
a = ai. By (2), a = a\ = a2. Then (1) implies that a2 = ai = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that a ^ 0 . Therefore a ^ a\. Then from (2) it follows that 
( a , a i , a 2 ) e C<. • 
In 4.5 and 4.6, G is not a dc-group. There exists a cyclically ordered group 
K which is not a dc-group such that K = Gi o Hi, and neither Gi nor Hi is 
isolated. 
It is easy to verify that 4.5 and 4.6 imply the following assertion. 
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4.7. THEOREM. Let (G ,+ , <) be a partially ordered (directed) group, and let 
G = (G, + , G<) be a cyclically ordered group. If (G, + , <) -= A o B, card A > 1, 
cardH > 1, then G = A o B if and only if either A or B is isolated (B is 
isolated). 
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